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Abstracts

Numerical methods for wave equation in heterogenous media

Assyr Abdulle

In this report we discuss recent developments of numerical methods for the wave
equation in a bounded polygonal domain !

!ttu! !" · (a!(x)"u!) = F in !#]0, T [(1)

u!(x, 0) = g1(x), !tu!(x, 0) = g2(x), u! = 0 on ]0, T [#!!,(2)

where g1 $ H1(!), g2 $ L2(!), F $ L2(0, T ;L2(!). The family of symmetric
tensors satisfy a! $ (L!(!))d"d and is assumed to be uniformly elliptic and
bounded. Here we think of " as an abstract parameter 0 < " << 1. Furthermore,
the derivative of a! is assumed to be large and unbounded as "% 0 (e.g., &a#!& =
O("$1)). We consider two situations that require di"erent numerical modelling.

Heterogenenous media without scale separation. For the discrete ap-
proximation, we pick a piecewise linear finite element space Vh and consider the
following problem: find uh : [0, T ] % Vh such that 'vh $ Vh and a.e. t > 0

(!ttuh, vh)+ (a!(x)"uh(·, t),"vh)L2(!) = (F (·, t), vh)L2(!),

with appropriate discrete initial value. Following the best approximation result of
Baker [7] we have (u! $ C0(0, T ;H1(!)) is the solution to the weak form of (1))

&u! ! uh&L!(L2) * C(T )(&u! !#h(u!)&L!(L2) + &!tu! ! !t#h(u!)&L1(L2)),

where #h : H1
0 (!) % Vh is the Ritz-projection on Vh, i.e., the (a!"·,"·))-

orthogonal projection. An a priori error estimate of the projection error involves
the norm of the derivative of a! and leads to a rate of convergence that cannot
scale better than C(T )(h/") leading to a computational complexity ofO(h$d) with
h < ". In what follows, we construct a multiscale space following [11]. We consider
a coarse grid VH and assume that the fine space Vh is obtained by refinement of
VH with h < " << H . We then consider the decomposition

Vh = V ms
H +Wh,

where Wh = Ker(IH) and IH : Vh !% VH is the L2 projection. The multiscale
space is defined by

V ms
H,k = {$z +Qh,k($z),$z nodal macro basis fct},

where $z $ VH is a macroscopic basis function and for each K $ supp($z),
Qh,k($z) $ Wh(Uk(K)) is the solution the solution of a localized fine scale elliptic
problem in an environment U(K) around K. We can then show [4]

Theorem 1. Under the regularity assumptions for the wave equation stated above,
we have

&u! ! ums
H,k&L!(L2) * C(T )(&u! !#ms

H,k(u
!)&L!(L2) + &!tu! ! !t#

ms
H,k(u

!)&L1(L2)).
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Assuming in addition !tu! $ L1(H1) then

&u! !#ms
H,k(u!)&L!(L2) * C(T )H&u!&L!(H1)

&!tu! ! !t#
ms
H,k(u!)&L1(L2) * C(T )H&!tu!&L1(H1).

One issue in the above estimate that also appears in other multiscale methods
developed so far (see the references in [4]) is the boundedness of &!tu!&L1(H1). A
standard a priori error estimates yields &!tu!&L1(H1) = O("$1). Using a perturba-
tion argument together with G!convergence we show in [4] that this term can be
bounded and we obtain &u!!ums

H,k&L!(L2) * C(T )(H+r(")), with C independent
of " and lim!%0 r(") = 0.

Heterogenenous media with scale separation. Using G!convergence, one
can show there exists a subsequence of solution of (1) that converges weakly* in
L!(H1

0 ) to a homogenized function u0 solution of

!ttu0 !" · (a0(x)"u0) = F in !#]0, T [

u0(x, 0) = g1(x), !tu0(x, 0) = g2(x), u0 = 0 on ]0, T [#!!,

where a0 is again uniformly elliptic and bounded but independent of the small
scale " [8]. For periodic (or locally periodic) coe%cients, a0 is obtained from d
solutions #1, . . . ,#d of so-called cell problems (localized elliptic problems).

Finite element heterogeneous multiscale method. We pick a standard
macroscopic finite element space VH and define a sampling domain K" (of size $
comparable to ") within each macro element K. We consider then the following
problem: find uH : [0, T ] % VH such that

(!ttuH , vH) +BH(uH , vH) = (F, vH) 'vH $ VH ,(3)

with appropriate projection of the true initial conditions, where BH(uH , vH) =!
K&TH

|K|
|K!|

"
K!

a!(x)"uh
K · "vhKdx and uh

K (respectively vhK) are solutions of a
micro problem in a localized sampling domain K" , K with $ - ". A generalized
version of the above method is shown to converge in [1] towards the homogenized
solution u0. However, with increasing time, due to dispersive e"ects, the true
solution, u!, deviates from the classical homogenized limit u0 [13, 10]. In [5] the
solutions of the following family of e"ective equations

(4) !ttũ = a0!xxũ! "2
#
ã2!xxxxũ! b̃0!xx!ttũ

$
in (0, T !]# !,

is shown to capture the dispersive e"ects over time O("$2). This generalizes results
in [10, 9]. In the above equation, we assume x .% ũ(t, x) is ! periodic.

Theorem 2. Under appropriate regularity assumptions of the data, for any
µ = (#) and any real numbers b̃0, ã2 such that b̃0 = b0 + (#)2, b0 = ((# ! (#))2),
ã2 = a0(#)2 the solution of the e"ective equation

!ttũ! a0!xxũ+ "2(ã2!xxxxũ! b̃0!ttxxũ) = F,
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is an e"ective equation that satisfies &u!! ũ&L!(0,!"2T ;L2(!)) * C", over longtime
"$2T, where C is independent of ".

Next following [3], we consider the FE-HMM-L method obtained from (3) by
replacing (!ttuH , vH) with (!ttuH , vH)Q where

(uH , vH)Q = (uH , vH) +
%

K&TH

|K|
|K"|

&

K!

(uh
K ! uH)(vhK ! vH)dx,

where uh
K (respectively vhK) are the micro functions already in (3). A fully discrete

a prior error analysis over long-time has been obtained for the FE-HMM-L in [5].

Theorem 3. Under suitable regularity assumptions we have

&u! ! uH&L!(0,!"2T ;L2(!)) * C
'
"+

#
h/"2

$2
+H/"

(
,

where C is independent of ". Generalization to higher order macro elements and
higher order estimates are also derived (the term H/" can be replaced by H#/").
As error estimates for classical resolved FEM yields a bound of the type C(h/"3),
the FE-HMM-L achieves significant reduction in the computational complexity
(the size of the linear system of ODEs scale as O((tol · "3)$1) for a resolved FEM
while it only scale as O((tol · ")$#) for the FE-HMM-L). A seneralization to multi-
dimensional wave problems has been obtained in [6].
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Zassenhaus splitting and semi-classical Schrödinger equations

Philipp Bader

(joint work with A. Iserles, P. Singh, K. Kropielnicka)

We consider the e%ciency of Yoshida’s composition method versus a Zassen-
haus decomposition to construct high-order integrators for the (semi-classical)
Schrödinger equation,

!tu(x, t) = !
i

"
Hu(x, t) = i

#
"&! "$1V (x)

$
u(x, t), x $ [!1, 1], t / 0,

equipped with an initial condition u(x, t) = u0(x), and periodic boundary condi-
tions and potential V . Several numerical methods exist in the literature, mostly
based on splitting (reviewed in [2]), Hagedorn wavepackets [3] and the Zassenhaus
expansion [1]. Splitting methods are e%cient since the Laplacian can be solved
with Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs). Similarly, the related Zassenhaus decom-
position relies on the fast computation of spatial derivatives using FFTs and the
two methods complement each other: Splitting methods are particularly e%cient
for low orders of accuracy since very few FFTs are involved, however, for higher
orders, the quadratic growth in cost for the Zassenhaus approach soon becomes
superior to the exponential growth in cost for the splitting methods.

We introduce a hybrid method that combines the benefits of the two families
showcasing the versatility of the Zassenhaus decomposition versus the standard
composition technique due to Yoshida [7], Suzuki [6] and others. Since higher
order methods permit the use of larger time-steps which can compensate the higher
computational e"ort per step, we elaborate on the optimal choice thereof.

For low orders of accuracy, the order conditions can be solved directly and
splitting methods are highly e%cient. They approximate the flow of an IVP

u# = A(u) + B(u), u(t0) = u0, by composing the individual flow maps, %[A]
t ,

%[B]
t and furthermore, if both flows preserve certain geometric properties, such

as symplecticity, unitarity, energy, etc., so will their composition. An m-stage

method of order p takes the form $[p]
h = %[A]

amh 0 %[B]
bmh 0 · · · 0 %[A]

a1h
0 %[B]

b1h
for some

coe%cients ai, bj $ R which can be obtained from the Baker–Campbell–Haussdorf
(BCH) formula (for su%ciently small h)

(1) ehAehB = eBCH(hA,hB) = eh(A+B)+ 1
2h

2[A,B]+···

As the order increases, the number of equations to satisfy grows exponentially
together with the dimension of the graded Lie algebra generated by A,B and
di"erent approaches are needed.


